
NO TEARS HANDWRITING APP FOR IPHONE

With Wet-Dry-Try, children learn and practice correct formation habits for writing capitals, numbers, and lowercase
letters. The app simulates our Slate Chalkboard and Blackboard with Double Lines and helps children learn handwriting
skills in the easiest, most efficient way.

Classroom Usage If you are a teacher or educator needing classroom usage with the app, purchase the
Handwriting Without Tears Classroom edition. Kids also practice following verbal and visual directions as
they put forth effort to master proper letter formation. Lowercase letters include two writing lines to support
the learner. Just like the physical chalkboard provided in the writing program, the iPad app looks like a
wood-bordered slate and includes a piece of chalk, a sponge and a paper towel. This will teach your kids in a
different order than the standard A-B-C or order. Subscribe User Reviews. The additional purchase will also
allow you to print and share progress reports with parents, colleagues and your pupils if you wish. A lot or a
little? Friendly praise is given by the coach throughout and if the child is unsuccessful then gentle
encouragement is given to try again. The double lines, modeled after our Blackboard with Double Lines, make
it easy to understand where lowercase letters start and end. The Handwriting Without Tears app teaches
children their capital letter and numbers by emphasizing proper letter formation. Wet Dry Try Handwriting
Without Tears App Handwriting Without Tears is a program you maybe familiar with if you have worked
with a school, tutor or occupational therapist with your kid and hand writing. As part of its multi-sensory
experience, the handwriting program also uses a chalkboard and the Wet-Dry-Try method to teach children
how to write. In each of the three steps, the child needs to form the letter with increasing accuracy. The app
simulates our Slate Chalkboard and Blackboard with Double Lines and helps children learn handwriting skills
in the easiest, most efficient way. Lefty-friendly setting lets you adapt horizontal cross-strokes to make their
handwriting easier. Collect them all to win the grand prize! These are used in our kids classroom and at OT
and can provide great additional help when your littles need assistance with writing. The parents' guide to
what's in this app. Earn three stars and win a letter card. Ease of Play The three-step system wet-dry-try for
tracing keeps practice easy and consistent for each letter and number. The consistent language used for the last
30 years in HWT will be familiar for many. It works with your child on teaching the correct way to write their
capitals, lowercase and numbers. Each letter has three levels of difficulty that build skills progressively. The
child is then asked to copy the formation by using a wet sponge to clean the blackboard; this is followed by
drying the blackboard and finally forming the letter with chalk. This will allow you a classroom license,
enabling multiple students will be able to create a profile and save their handwriting progress. We had used the
program thru our OT a few years ago.


